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Abstract 
After more than 15 years since the Agile Manifesto and extensive research on agile 
information systems development for nearly three decades, a comprehensive body of 
knowledge is available and is constantly growing. Agile information systems 
development is considered an effective way for managing information systems 
development projects in environments characterized by rapidly changing requirements. 
This study aims to shed light on the existing knowledge on agile information systems 
development by applying a structured literature review and computer aided analysis 
consisting of distinct text mining techniques. We analyzed a sample of 775 papers and 
provide results from articles among the Senior Scholars’ Basket, selected information 
systems conferences, and selected journals from management and computer science. 
Based on our approach, we are able to (1) evaluate key articles and journals, (2) analyze 
the development of agile information systems development research in the last three 
decades and, most importantly, (3) identify research foci of the past as well as gaps in 
our knowledge on agile information systems development for further research. 

Keywords:  Agile, Software Development, Computer Aided Analysis, Information Systems 
Development, Literature Review, Text Mining, Topic Modelling 

Introduction 
Interest in agile information systems development (AISD) methodologies has increased in recent years in 
both research and industry (Conboy 2009; Dybå and Dingsøyr 2008; Fitzgerald et al. 2006a; Lee and Xia 
2010). Based upon the principles of the Agile Manifesto (Beck et al. 2001), different implementations of 
AISD methodologies, such as Scrum or eXtreme Programming (XP), have emerged and motivated a variety 
of research. 
AISD has been applied to a wide range of projects: from small teams, situated in co-located offices (e.g., 
Cao et al. 2009b) to large scale, distributed, or outsourced projects (e.g., Sarker and Sarker 2009). In this 
context, AISD methodologies and practices have been implemented successfully but also unsuccessfully 
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(Lee and Xia 2010). Research also has investigated the customization and configuration of agile approaches, 
the so-called method tailoring (e.g., Fitzgerald et al. 2006a; Karlsson and Ågerfalk 2009; Wang et al. 2012). 
Due to the wide variety of topics covered by AISD research, ranging from rather technical aspects (e.g., 
Balijepally et al. 2009) to sociological or psychological factors (e.g., Maruping et al. 2015), and from an 
individual level to an organizational level (e.g., Zheng et al. 2011), a clear categorization of existing streams 
of research is difficult to recognize. Additional difficulties arise as the concept of AISD, its exact definition 
and conceptualization, and its applicability are debated (Conboy 2009). 
Motivated by this, our study’s objective is twofold. First, we ask what topics of AISD research have been in 
the past and are currently investigated. Second, we want to identify topics that are not covered in current 
research and therefore still remain under-explored in extant literature. Consequently, the central research 
questions guiding our study are: (1) What research topics have been addressed within the last three 
decades by AISD research, and (2) how do these topics differ in terms of available publications and their 
distribution over time? 
To answer our research questions, we conducted a structured and comparative literature review as 
described by the guidelines of Levy and Ellis (2006) and Webster and Watson (2002), followed by 
computer-aided topic modeling (Aggarwal and Zhai 2012; Debortoli et al. 2016) on the extant body of 
knowledge of AISD. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We give an overview about related work, targeting 
research on the field of AISD. Next, we describe our research design being used for data collection and 
analysis. Following, we present and discuss our findings. Finally, we provide an outlook for future research 
directions. 

Related Work and Background 

Agile Information Systems Development 

In practice, approaches for developing information systems range from sequential approaches (Royce 1970) 
to more cyclic, iterative approaches (Boehm 1988). During the last two decades, AISD methodologies such 
as eXtreme programming, rapid application development, or rapid prototyping complemented the iterative 
approach. Additionally, new management concepts associated with AISD, such as Scrum and Lean Software 
Management, have been proposed. 

The four basic principles of the Agile Manifesto (Beck et al. 2001) can be found in most AISD methodologies. 
According to the Agile Manifesto, AISD should value individuals and interactions over processes and tools, 
working software over comprehensive documentation, customer collaboration over contract negotiation, 
and responding to change over following a plan (Beck et al. 2001). Each of these principles have been subject 
to research in some sort: for instance, in regard to individuals and interactions, research has investigated 
the effects of communication in AISD teams (Hummel et al. 2013), in regard to working software, extant 
literature investigated the influence of pair programming on software quality (Balijepally et al. 2009), in 
regard to customer collaboration, the funding process has been studied (Cao et al. 2013), and the ability to 
respond to change has been subject of studies as well (Fitzgerald et al. 2006a; Lee and Xia 2010). 

Moreover, next to the methodologies themselves, extant research so far has studied individual or 
organizational phenomena, such as the use and effects of specific agile practices (Balijepally et al. 2009; 
Maruping et al. 2009; Recker et al. 2017), and effects regarding whole projects or organizations, such as the 
introduction of AISD methodologies to teams (e.g., Cao et al. 2009b). Furthermore, the use of hybrid 
methodologies or the tailoring of agile methodologies to a team’s specific needs is covered (Karlsson and 
Ågerfalk 2009; Lee and Xia 2010; Wang et al. 2012). Literature investigating the success and failure of AISD 
mostly focuses on specific methodologies such as Scrum or XP (Fruhling and de Vreede 2006), or specific 
practices, for instance pair programming (Cao et al. 2013). Extant research focusing on success and failure 
of AISD in general exists, but is rare (Lee and Xia 2010; Recker et al. 2017). 

Existing Literature Reviews 

By conducting a systematic literature review, we assessed the current state of research regarding 
summarizing and aggregating literature reviews. We searched for articles containing “literature” and 
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“review” as well as a synonym for AISD (i.e., agil*, scrum, xp) in the title, abstract, or keywords. The search 
revealed 15 results, of which none did a historic-holistic approach, but instead focused on a specific field of 
interest, such as software engineering for ubiquitous systems (e.g., Guinea et al. 2016), individual 
acceptance, tailoring, or use of agile methods and practices (e.g. Campanelli and Parreiras 2015; Inayat et 
al. 2015), general practices and challenges in agile requirements engineering (e.g., Inayat et al. 2015), 
geographically distributed, large scale AISD and agility (e.g., Dikert et al. 2016), or communication in AISD 
(e.g., Hummel et al. 2013). 
We can therefore conclude that few summarizing or aggregating literature reviews on the field of AISD 
research exist, and that those articles are oftentimes specialized and limited in scope. For instance, AISD 
has been included in a summary for information systems offshoring (Strasser and Westner 2015). Other 
aggregating or summarizing literature focuses on the concept of agility itself (Conboy 2009), but only few 
provide an overview about existing studies (e.g., Dingsøyr et al. 2012; Dybå and Dingsøyr 2008). In sum, a 
clear categorization of existing streams of research is difficult to recognize. 

Research Method 

First Phase: Structured Literature Review 

The approach of a structured literature review is chosen because of the low number of review articles that 
are being published in the information systems field (Rowe 2014; Webster and Watson 2002) as well as the 
lack of summarizing reviews so far. Reviews are often a means to expose emerging issues to potential 
theoretical foundations, and because AISD itself is still a continuously emerging topic, this review aims at 
analyzing the extant research literature to summarize what has already been researched and what is left to 
be examined. To provide a comprehensive overview on current AISD topics and those topics that still have 
to be investigated, the existing literature will be thoroughly examined using a structured approach by 
following the guidelines of Levy and Ellis (2006) and Vom Brocke et al. (2015). 

Initially, our data collection process started by performing an extensive keyword search within leading 
journals in order to find relevant research articles as suggested by Webster and Watson (2002). We set a 
focus on primarily high quality, peer-reviewed literature, published in journals of the “Senior Scholars’ 
Basket of Journals” and the AIS Toplist1 (including leading journals not only from IS but also Management 
and Computer Science). Additionally, we included articles of five prominent IS conferences (i.e., AMCIS, 
ECIS, HICSS, ICIS, PACIS). We defined a single search string for our keyword search to identify relevant 
articles in different databases:  

TIKEAB:(software OR "information system") AND TIKEAB:(development OR engineering OR 
maintenance OR method* OR practic*) AND (TIKEAB:(agil* OR SCRUM OR XP OR "Extreme 
Programming") NOT TIKE:(manufac*)) 

with TIKEAB searching in title, keywords, and abstract and TIKE searching in title and keywords. 

As we aimed for an as broad and holistic overview as possible, we only applied minimal include and exclude 
criteria. We excluded those publications, which were either difficult to automatically analyze via text mining 
(e.g., non-English language or with no full text available) or which were not research-focused (e.g., an 
opinion or commentary). We decided to use a restriction for the publishing year of the articles, thus, articles 
that were published between January 1st, 1985 and December 31th, 2016 were included. January 1st, 1985 
was chosen because the first article we found was from 1985 and all data was collected in January 2017, 
which is why we chose December 31st, 2016 as cap. All search results were examined regarding title, abstract, 
and keywords. Within the resulting set of papers, we further identified relevant articles for our project 
purpose (i.e., investigating AISD) and dropped the others (i.e., not investigating AISD).  

In total, after manually removing duplicates and those studies which did not examine AISD but, for 
instance, organizational agility, our final set of articles consists of 569 articles matching our search 
indicators for AISD in journals and 206 articles in conference proceedings, totaling up to 775 articles. Table 
1 gives further information concerning the distribution of the results. 

                                                             
1 As the official website is no longer available, the list is archived here: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161007113451/http://aisnet.org/?JournalRankings 
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Second Phase: Computer Aided Analysis 

Following to the data collection, we analyzed all articles with the help of the computer-aided analysis and 
text mining tool Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011). From within the Scikit-learn suite of machine learning 
tools, we specifically applied topic modelling (Aggarwal and Zhai 2012; Debortoli et al. 2016), which 
uncovers topics shared by different articles. We use this technique to easily discover topics shared across 
research and therefore to help in answering our research questions. Research found text mining and 
especially topic modelling to be helpful in discovering hidden topics by classifying, summarizing, and 
clustering of text (Maowen et al. 2012; Srivastava and Sahami 2009) and topic trends over time (Alghamdi 
and Alfalqi 2015). This semi-automated approach is especially helpful in analyzing large amounts of text 
(Maowen et al. 2012; Srivastava and Sahami 2009). 

In order to analyze the extracted data, we first had to convert the articles into a compatible format by 
extracting text where available or by applying optical character recognition where no text was directly 
accessible. Furthermore, we annotated the extracted text with additional information, such as author, year, 
title, and outlet to enable further-reaching analyses. 
Following the data preparation, we utilized Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA; Blei et al. 2003) as 
implemented in Scikit-learn as a specific topic modeling approach. Within LDA, each document is seen as 
a mixture of different topics and each topic has certain probabilities of generating keywords. Keywords are 
allowed to occur in more than one topic. LDA has been used in various research studies (Chen et al. 2016; 
Lukins et al. 2010) and has been suggested as a suitable and helpful tool for IS research (Debortoli et al. 
2016). 
A too high number of topics to extract might lead to an excessive number of meaningless topics and a too 
low number might constrain the results unnecessarily; thus, the number of topics to be extracted is the most 
crucial parameter of the analysis (Debortoli et al. 2016). All authors individually and independently tested 
the number of topics parameter with 5 to 75 and rated each result set regarding the meaningfulness of the 
identified topics. Additionally, we used four different algorithms (Arun et al. 2010; Cao et al. 2009a; 
Griffiths and Steyvers 2004; Mimno et al. 2011) aimed at evaluating the quality of topic models to decide 
which number of topics leads to the optimal topic model. After testing and evaluating different numbers of 
topics, we settled on 50 topics, as it provided differentiated topics. Of these 50 topics, all which covered less 
than 0.1% of all tokens (i.e., text) were discarded, resulting in a final set of 25 topics. Furthermore, we 
decided against the use of lemmatization or stemming to avoid misleading keywords (e.g., “agil” instead of 
“agility” or “agile”). We opted to use n-grams (i.e., creation of consecutive words such as “agile software 
development”; in this setting, we decided to use 3-grams) to reduce the number of words with identical 
meanings but different lexical representations. To further refine the results, we used a list of stop words, 
which consisted of frequently found words, which added no meaning, such as “et al.” or “journal”. A 
complete list of all stop words used within our analysis is available from the authors on request. 

Third Phase: Coding 

Following Saldaña (2016), we applied different coding strategies as an exploratory problem-solving 
technique and to link our keywords to patterns, resulting in meaningful topic descriptions. At the core is 
the task of conceptualization, that is, “the process of grouping similar items according to some defined 
properties and giving the items a name that stands for that common link” (Strauss and Corbin 1998, p. 121). 
As coding can be seen as “cyclical act” (Saldaña 2016), our coding process therefore can be distinguished 
between a first cycle coding and second cycle coding phase.  
During the first cycle coding we started with “descriptive coding”. Descriptive coding is one approach to 
analyze the data’s basic topics to assist with answering questions as “What is going on here?” (Saldaña 
2016). It leads primarily to a categorized summary of the data’s contents and is essentially the groundwork 
for second cycle coding and further analysis and interpretation (Wolcott 1994, p. 55). Following Miles and 
Huberman (1994), descriptive codes may even be assigned “subcodes” to increase the amount of detail. All 
authors independently and individually made use of descriptive coding with subcodes, and compared all 
resulting topics against each other by comparing the included keywords per topic. Based on the keywords, 
a summarizing phrase was suggested. In case of matching topic phrases, no further action was needed. In 
case of differing topic phrases, the reasoning for each phrase was compared and alternatives were discussed. 
Subsequently, descriptive coding for differing phrases was repeated and consensus was reached. 
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The coding process can be illustrated with the example of the topic “Pair Programming”. We started the 
process by independently searching for patterns in the top 30 most frequent keywords of all keywords in 
this topic. In the case of this topic, the top five keywords were “software”, “group”, “programming”, “total”, 
“pair”. While these already painted a rather clear picture, we additionally had a look at the top 30 relatively 
most salient keywords, that is those that have the largest frequency in this topic compared to all other topics. 
For this example, “pairs” was the top salient keyword and “pair programming” the eighth most salient 
keyword. Further, “pair programming” was not found to be more salient in any other topic. In addition to 
the mere ranking of these keywords, we compared the keywords in the topic at hand with all other keywords 
and the occurrence of each keyword in other topics. Due to the nature of the LDA algorithm, a keyword can 
occur in multiple topics. For instance, “software”, the most frequent keyword in the topic “Pair 
Programming” occurs even more frequently in the topics “Project-, Team-, Knowledge Management & 
Leadership” and “User Involvement & Software Evolution”. Therefore, the context and the keywords as a 
whole are important factors for deciding on a label. As a third source of evidence, we looked at the most 
covering publications (in terms of the LDA model). These were dominated by publications, which were 
explicitly looking at pair programming as a phenomenon, for instance, Parrish et al. (2004) or Balijepally 
et al. (2009). Based on these sources of evidence the different labels and descriptions were then compared 
and discussed by all authors. In this example, all authors labeled this topic identically, which is why no 
additional cycles of coding were needed for this topic. If no consensus would have been easily reached, 
another round of coding for this topic would have been conducted. All other topics were processed similarly 
to this exemplary approach. 
We then applied “pattern coding” as a second cycle coding method. Pattern coding is appropriate for the 
development of major themes from data (Miles and Huberman 1994; Saldaña 2016). These codes are 
capable to “identify an emergent theme” and therefore are helpful for “grouping those summaries into a 
smaller number of sets, themes, or constructs” (Miles and Huberman 1994, p. 69). Similar to first cycle 
coding, we then tried to group our descriptive codes into meaningful pattern codes – again first individually, 
followed by a discussion where needed. Again, pattern coding was conducted twice until consensus was 
reached. 
We completed the coding process with a final step, in which we did some post-coding activities such as fine-
tuning of the wording and alphabetical order of the results. The outcome of the coding process is a final set 
of 25 topics and eight topic groups. 

Results  
Figure 1 displays the total number of articles published per year, as well as the number of articles published 
each year in the Senior Scholars’ Basket. Table 1 shows the number of papers found for each outlet with at 
least five publications. Conferences and journals are displayed separately, but each are ranked by the 
number of publications in descending order. 

Table 2 lists our identified topics, the topic groups, the keywords contained in each topic, and the rank in 
terms of distribution of the individual topics over the tokens (i.e., words and word groups) in our data set. 
As can be seen from Table 2, we identified several topic groups because of the different foci of the topics 
themselves: while some topics comprise more general information such as concepts, principles, or 
methodologies related to AISD (see topic group “Agile Methodology & Practice Usage”), others focus on an 
organizational perspective and link agile principles such as flexibility or agility to different contexts (see 
topic group “IT Capability & Agility”); still others focus on managerial implications (see topic group 
“Project, Team, & Knowledge Management”) or put emphasis on certain aspects such as social aspects and 
requirements engineering (see topic groups “Social Interactions & Behavior” or “Stakeholders & 
Requirements Engineering”) or risks and success factors (see topic group “Risk, Control & Success Factors 
in Agile”). Furthermore, we identified topic groups containing research regarding the current state of agile 
research (see topic group “State of the Research in Agile”) or technological aspects (see topic group 
“Technologies & Applications”). 
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Figure 1: Number of Articles Found Per Year 
Total number of articles and in Senior Scholars’ Basket 

Figure 2: Articles in the Senior Scholars’ Basket, 
Journals, and Conferences Per Year 

 

Outlet #  Outlet # 
Conferences  European Journal of Information Systems 18 

Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences 94  Information Systems Journal 16 

Americas Conference on Information Systems  47  Information Systems Research 14 
European Conference on Information Systems  29  Communications of the AIS 9 
International Conference on Information 
Systems  21  International Journal of Information Management 8 

Pacific Asia Conference on Information 
Systems 15  Journal of Database Management 8 

Journals  Computer Supported Cooperative Work 6 
IEEE Software 172  Computers in Human Behavior 6 
Journal of Systems and Software 78  Information Technology and Management 6 
Information and Software Technology 71  Journal of Management Information Systems  6 
Computer 28  Expert Systems with Applications 5 
Communications of the ACM 23  Information Systems Frontiers 5 
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering 21  Management Information Systems Quarterly  5 

Table 1: Distribution of Results Across Outlets with at Least Five Result 
Outlets are sorted in descending order by their number of publications (see column “#”) 

 

Topic Group Topic Rank Keywords 
Agile 
Methodology 
& Practice 
Usage 

Scrum 3 1) team 2) scrum 3) teams 4) product 5) work 6) sprint 7) stories 
8) story 9) time 10) project 

Lean & Large Scale 
Agile 

5 1) software 2) studies 3) development 4) research 5) practices 6) 
lean 7) quality 8) engineering 9) software development 10) 
challenges 

Extreme Programming 8 1) xp 2) risk 3) development 4) software 5) plan 6) driven 7) 
methods 8) process 9) project 10) management 

Pair Programming 9 1) software 2) group 3) programming 4) total 5) pair 6) face 7) 
mean 8) development 9) research 10) performance 
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Topic Group Topic Rank Keywords 
Test-Driven 
Development 

12 1) test 2) process 3) testing 4) software 5) tests 6) development 
7) source 8) code 9) unit 10) integration 

Software Architecture 
in Agile 

13 1) architecture 2) design 3) software 4) architectural 5) decisions 
6) decision 7) architects 8) development 9) making 10) software 
architecture 

Code & Refactoring 22 1) code 2) line 3) lines 4) conf 5) class 6) design 7) refactoring 8) 
time 9) new 10) participants 

Agile Practice Usage 24 1) use 2) content 3) subject 4) terms 5) information 6) 
transactions 7) students 8) available 9) conditions 10) accepted 

IT Capability 
& Agility 

Organization, 
Capabilities & Fit 

18  1) systems 2) information 3) research 4) function 5) information 
systems 6) theory 7) assessment 8) capability 9) process 10) 
organisations 

Agile Values & Culture, 
Tools 

21 1) values 2) practices 3) tool 4) tools 5) value 6) goals 7) culture 
8) project 9) practice 10) support 

Project, Team, 
& Knowledge 
Management 

Project-, Team-, 
Knowledge 
Management & 
Leadership 

1 1) development 2) team 3) software 4) project 5) teams 6) 
software development 7) management 8) systems 9) 
information 10) methods 

Success Factors in 
Outsourced & 
Offshored Agile 

11 1) project 2) client 3) management 4) projects 5) success 6) 
requirements 7) software 8) vendor 9) offshore 10) development 

Global Software 
Development 

26 1) gsd 2) communication 3) offshore 4) distributed 5) global 6) 
cultural 7) socio 8) practices 9) mechanisms 10) software 

Open Source 27 1) network 2) social 3) source 4) open source 5) software 6) open 
7) week 8) dependencies 9) structure 10) project 

Permission & 
Coordination in SD 

28 1) permission 2) owner 3) software developers 4) industrial 5) 
academic 6) software 7) experiment 8) studies 9) students 10) 
development 

Risk, Control 
& Success 
Factors in 
Agile 
 
 

Features, Values & 
Costs 

4 1) software 2) development 3) value 4) project 5) product 6) 
period 7) time 8) example 9) computer 10) business 

Documentation, 
Quality Metrics & 
Measurements in Agile 

14 1) software 2) documentation 3) quality 4) cost 5) research 6) 
systems 7) attributes 8) process 9) related 10) number 

Control Mechanisms in 
Agile 

15 1) control 2) systems 3) information 4) management 5) 
development 6) information systems 7) controls 8) 
organizations 9) research 10) process 

Control Alignment & 
Patterns in Agile 

19 1) control 2) alignment 3) patterns 4) pattern 5) socio 6) 
mechanisms 7) organizational 8) process 9) new 10) 
environment 

Social 
Interactions & 
Behavior 

Communication & 
Social Interaction in 
(Virtual) Teams 

10 1) information 2) research 3) communication 4) systems 5) 
information systems 6) social 7) knowledge 8) technology 9) 
theory 10) group 

Cognition, Task 
Complexity & Software 
Quality 

16 1) task 2) performance 3) software 4) mental 5) programming 6) 
models 7) complexity 8) pair 9) cognitive 10) tasks 

Job Satisfaction & 
Perceptions in Agile 

17 1) job 2) practices 3) work 4) satisfaction 5) development 6) 
team 7) software 8) use 9) pm 10) feedback 

Relationships & 
Behavior 

30 1) relationships 2) personal 3) relationship 4) behavior 5) isd 6) 
developers 7) customer 8) types 9) monitoring 10) help 

User Involvement & 
Software Evolution 

2 1) software 2) development 3) design 4) systems 5) process 6) 
software development 7) new 8) engineering 9) use 10) user 
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Topic Group Topic Rank Keywords 
Stakeholders 
and 
Requirements  
Engineering 

Stakeholders & 
Requirements 
Engineering in Agile 

7 1) requirements 2) project 3) team 4) software 5) process 6) 
requirement 7) management 8) self 9) manager 10) case 

Usability & Designers 23 1) usability 2) designers 3) project 4) integration 5) activities 6) 
scrum 7) users 8) user 9) end 10) inter 

Goals & Expectations 
Management 

29 1) goal 2) goals 3) project 4) methodology 5) implementation 6) 
single 7) systems 8) projects 9) organization 10) process 

State of the 
Research in 
Agile 

Surveys in Agile 
Research Studies 

20 1) team 2) surveys 3) teams 4) questions 5) survey 6) software 7) 
results 8) different 9) customer 10) answer 

Literature Reviews & 
Conversants in Agile 
Research 

25 1) cao 2) wang 3) beck 4) conboy 5) face 6) pm 7) methods 8) 
reference 9) cross 10) collaboration 

Technologies 
& Applications  

Cloud & Security 6 1) service 2) process 3) business 4) services 5) data 6) security 7) 
modeling 8) systems 9) level 10) order 

Table 2: Identified Topics, Including the Rank Regarding Distribution & Top 10 Keywords 
Topic groups are sorted alphabetically, topics are sorted by their rank, and keywords are sorted by frequency 

Research Foci Over the Last Decades 

Although at first glance our topics presented in Table 2 seem to randomly comprise a lot of different and 
wide spread themes, further investigation and analysis of our results reveal distinct and meaningful 
patterns. The resulting topics, consisting of specific keywords, are overlapping but each one of them has its 
“raison d'être”, as they represent themes that have been addressed in AISD research within the last decades.  
As can be seen from Table 2, the first topic group, “Agile Methodology & Practice Usage”, summarizes the 
“basics” of AISD. The keywords are centered around AISD methods, concepts, practices, management, and 
tasks. The second topic group, “IT Capability & Agility”, relates to a broader view on agile, namely 
organizational agility and IT capabilities. The third topic group “Project, Team, & Knowledge Management”, 
is focused more on project management activities. Similarly, “Risk, Control & Success Factors in Agile” 
entails risk assessment, quality and success factors, as well as control related content. The following topic 
group, “Social Interactions & Behavior”, is on a higher level of abstraction, as it includes topics with some 
relation to social interactions, such as communication, behaviors, job perceptions, and relationships. 
“Stakeholders & Requirements Engineering” entails topics centered around different stakeholders, the 
process of requirements engineering, and generally speaking the involvement of users in the software 
development process. The next topic group, “State of the Research in Agile” is again of a higher level of 
abstraction, as it investigates research of AISD itself and entails a topic related to literature reviews, authors, 
and well-known conversants in AISD research. The last topic group “Technologies & Applications” relates 
to some technical and application-oriented facets, namely cloud technologies and security in AISD. What is 
striking about the last topic group is that it currently consists of only one topic. However, we believe that 
grouping makes sense, as we expect additional - and for this group relevant- topics in the expansion of the 
database. 
Looking at the rankings of the topics and overall distribution of each topic group (see Figure 3), “Social 
Interaction & Behavior” seems to be covered less by AISD research, with the highest ranking of 10 and an 
overall distribution of 6.73%. While there are interrelations between this topic group and other common 
topic groups (e.g., “Stakeholders & Requirements Engineering” or “Project, Team, & Knowledge 
Management”), the more specific nuances (i.e., individual-level aspects, such as job satisfaction, and team-
level aspects, such as relationships) are not discussed in these more frequent topic groups. Another possibly 
surprising detail is the low representation of “IT Capability & Agility” with only 1.93%. This is due to our 
focus on AISD specifically and not agility in general, as most of the studies including agility in terms of a 
capability perspective do not deal with AISD directly. 
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Key Outlets and Articles 

Based on the number of publications per outlet displayed in Table 1, we clearly see that the Hawaii 
International Conference on System Sciences dominates the conferences with exactly double the number 
of publications (94) as the second most published-in conference (47), Americas Conference on Information 
Systems. The most prestigious IS conference, the International Conference on Information Systems, shows 
up second to last with 21 publications. This might hint at the more technical and less IS-typical orientation 
of extant AISD research. However, this proposition needs a closer investigation and a deeper discussion is 
provided within our section “Implications”. 

 

 

Figure 3: Topic Group Distribution  
Distribution in percent of tokens (S = 99.9%) 

Figure 4: Top 10 Most Published-in Outlets Over Time 

 

Regarding the journal-based publications, the field is dominated by IEEE Software with 172 publications, 
followed by the Journal of Systems and Software (78) and Information and Software Technology (71). The 
most published-in journal of the Senior Scholars’ Basket is the European Journal of Information Systems 
with 18 publications, ranked seventh. 
Looking at the history of the most published-in outlets (see Figure 4), one can identify different trends. 
While some outlets have been publishing AISD research early on (e.g., IEEE Software, Computer, or the 
Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences), some started out later (e.g., European Conference 
on Information Systems, Journal of Systems and Software, or Information and Software Technology). 
While IEEE Software has been early on a very important outlet for AISD research, it shows a downward 
trend since 2010 – but for the last year of our observation in which an increase is to be seen.   

Looking at more recent publication statistics, especially the Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences, Information and Software Technology, and the Journal of Systems and Software appear to be the 
most up-and-coming outlets for AISD research. 
 

Topic Top 2 Most Covering Papers 
Scrum Eloranta et al. (2016), Gupta and Reddy (2016) 
Lean & Large Scale Agile Nurdiani et al. (2016), Smits (2007) 
Extreme Programming Cao et al. (2009b), Fitzgerald et al. (2006a) 
Pair Programming Parrish et al. (2004), Domino et al. (2007) 
Test-Driven Development Pyhajarvi et al. (2003), Crispin (2006) 
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Software Architecture in Agile Kazman et al. (2006), Woods (2015) 
Code & Refactoring Vodde and Koskela (2007), Mossige et al. (2015) 
Agile Practice Usage Fruhling and Vreede (2006), Sarker and Sarker (2009) 
Organization, Capabilities & Fit Hobbs and Scheepers (2010), Hobbs and Scheepers 

(2009) 
Agile Values & Culture, Tools Krzanik et al. (2010), Lawrence and Rodriguez (2012) 
Project-, Team-, Knowledge Management & Leadership Conboy and Wang (2009), Xu and Shen (2016) 
Success Factors in Outsourced & Offshored Agile Jørgensen (2016), Strasser and Westner (2015) 
Global Software Development Bannerman et al. (2012), Alzoubi and Gill (2014) 
Open Source Rothenberg et al. (2014), Feller et al. (2008) 
Permission & Coordination in SD Turk et al. (2005), Andrade and Fiadeiro (2002) 
Features, Values & Costs Denne and Cleland-Huang (2004), Nejmeh and Thomas 

(2002) 
Documentation, Quality Metrics & Measurements in 
Agile 

Zhi et al. (2015), Basili et al. (1996) 

Control Mechanisms in Agile Cram and Brohman (2010), Gregory et al. (2013) 
Control Alignment & Patterns in Agile Cram et al. (2016), Cram and Newell (2016) 
Communication & Social Interaction in (Virtual) Teams Salovaara and Tuunainen (2013), Read et al. (2012) 
Cognition, Task Complexity & Software Quality Balijepally et al. (2015), Balijepally et al. (2009) 
Job Satisfaction & Perceptions in Agile Tripp and Riemenschneider (2014), Tripp et al. (2016) 
Relationships & Behavior Choi et al. (2008), Madsen and Matook (2010) 
User Involvement & Software Evolution Hansson et al. (2006), Rajlich (2006) 
Stakeholders & Requirements Engineering in Agile Jain et al. (2015), Da Silva et al. (2014) 
Usability & Designers Wale-Kolade (2015), da Silva et al. (2015) 
Goals & Expectations Management Venugopal (2005), Rajagopalan et al. (2016) 
Surveys in Agile Research Studies Laanti (2013), Jalali et al. (2014) 
Literature Reviews & Conversants in Agile Research Inayat et al. (2015), Behutiye et al. (2017) 
Cloud & Security Coria et al. (2014), Aulkemeier et al. (2016) 

Table 3: Topics and Top Two Most Covering Papers 
Table 3 gives an insight into the articles covering each topic the most. It is important to note that this does 
not mean that these articles are the most influential or most important ones for this topic but rather are 
covering the topic most precisely in terms of the LDA model. From Table 3 we also see that some topics are 
driven by a few authors repeatedly (e.g., “Job Satisfaction & Perceptions in Agile” by Tripp and 
Riemenschneider or “Extreme Programming” by Cao). 

Discussion 

Trends 

By further investigation of our timeline regarding the distribution of published articles (see Figure 1 and 
Figure 2) and distribution of topics (see Figure 5), we recognize several interesting findings. First, AISD 
seems to strongly draw the interest of the research community starting around the turn of the century, 
plateauing first at around 2003. Since then, there is a significant increasing slope of the graph, indicating 
that more articles have been published in the following years. Popular works published within this year are, 
for example, Williams and Cockburn’s article “Agile Software Development: It's about Feedback and 
Change” (Williams and Cockburn 2003) and, unsurprisingly. the “Agile Manifesto” (Beck et al. 2001). All 
publications have in common that they deal with the topic of AISD from a methodology perspective, putting 
emphasis on concepts, principles, or detailed information concerning a specific approach. Some other 
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articles published in the year 2003 deal with the topic of “virtual teams” (e.g., Edwards and Sridhar 2003). 
This is not surprising, since the concept of virtual teams is seen as an important antecedent for “doing agile” 
in organizations (Bergiel et al. 2008; Bowen and Maurer 2002). 
Second, we identified a peak in our timeline. In 2009, we see the highest number of articles published within 
our predefined restriction of years. One explanation for this may be the call for papers for special issue 
themes, such as “flexible and distributed ISD” in Information Systems Research (ISR) journal (Fitzgerald 
et al. 2006b) or previous works, which inspired further research, such as Larman’s “Agile and Iterative 
Development: A Manager's Guide” (Larman 2003) or Poppendieck and Poppendieck’s “Lean Software 
Development: An Agile Toolkit” (Poppendieck and Poppendieck 2003). The ISR special issue was intended 
to build on the success of a previous special section of Communications of the ACM (Ågerfalk and Fitzgerald 
2006a) and mini-track at the 39th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS) in 2006 
(Ågerfalk and Fitzgerald 2006b). Ågerfalk and Fitzgerald argued that “it became clear from these efforts 
that as a very active emerging area of research, there was an imminent need for a forum that allowed for 
the development and dissemination of full-research papers of the highest quality” (Ågerfalk et al. 2009, p. 
318). Similarly, a special issue of the European Journal of Information Systems was published in 2009 
(Abrahamsson et al. 2009). It aimed at improving the understanding of various phenomena in AISD. 
Third, we recognize a short flattening or decrease in new publications after 2003 and 2009. One reason for 
this decrease might be an incomplete coverage of scientific outlets in our current sample and a move from 
some authors to publish their research (temporarily) elsewhere. Another explanation might be the special 
issues mentioned beforehand. While special issues might result in a burst of publications in a given year, it 
might very well also lead to flattening in the following years as research projects might have been expedited 
to be included in the special issue and therefore would not be published in the following years. 

Consolidating this description of the trend in publications of AISD research, we argue that AISD, while still 
being a highly important topic to industry and practice (Version One 2018), and despite a high and even 
growing number of publications, continues to lack coverage in the top journals of IS research, with only 63 
out of 775 papers overall (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).  

  

Figure 5: Total Normalized Topic Group 
Distributions Over Time (1998-2016) 

Figure 6: Total Normalized Top 10 Topic 
Distributions Over Time (1998-2016) 

Implications 

Combining the outlined descriptions and looking at the evolution of topics present in research (see Figure 
5 and Figure 6), one might identify different trends in AISD research. “Project, Team, Knowledge 
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Management & Leadership” is overall losing traction since its peak in 2009. Similarly, “Extreme 
Programming” is following the same trend, indicating that both topics are becoming more and more 
saturated. In contrast to this trend, “Scrum” and “Cloud & Security” are overall showing a positive trend in 
topic distribution over time, indicating that these topics are not yet saturated. A less clear picture is drawn 
for the topic “Communication & Social Interaction in (Virtual) Teams” showing a more volatile behavior. 
Figure 5 further indicates that “Agile Methodology & Practice Usage” was and still is the most discussed 
topic group, with only temporary drops in its ascend. A similar trend can be observed for “Stakeholder & 
Requirements Engineering” and “Project, Team, & Knowledge Management”, while these topic groups are 
generally less often discussed. 
The overall coverage of different topics, the rankings of the topics (see Table 2), topic group distributions 
(see Figure 3), and the distributions over time (see Figure 5), help us derive conclusions over gaps in the 
extant literature. While the top three topics are about team and project management, indicating no evident 
gap in literature, and nearly all topic groups having at least one topic in the top 10, indicating some degree 
of coverage, the topic groups “Social Interaction & Behavior” and “State of the Research in Agile” are 
outliers. While it is clear that the latter one is covered less often than the actual subject of this stream of 
research, the former is clearly part of the subject of interest. Topics focusing on social aspects of AISD are 
found first at rank 10, followed by ranks 16, 17, and 30, indicating a gap in current research. This lack is 
rather surprising with information systems constituting socio-technical systems, and the major problems 
of ISD projects being not so much technological as sociological in nature (DeMarco and Lister 1987, p. 4). 
While other topics might touch on social aspects as well (e.g., “Project-, Team-, Knowledge Management & 
Leadership”), these aspects are far less pronounced and of a more ancillary nature in these topics. As these 
aspects appear to be peripheral matter to extant research and in contrast to its peripheral appearance, 
research acknowledges the importance of not only technical but also social focus of AISD (Conboy et al. 
2011; Maruping et al. 2015). Figure 3 paints a very similar image: “Social Interactions & Behavior” is the 
third to last topic group with only 6.73% coverage, lending further support to the call for more extensive 
research on the social and behavioral aspects of AISD. 
In line with Dingsøyr et al. (2012) we observe a trend of increasing quantity and quality of AISD research 
and that some subfields (i.e., topics) in AISD research are more mature or saturated than others. Both, the 
findings from Dingsøyr et al. (2012) and the “top 10 burning questions” (Freudenberg and Sharp 2010) are 
reflected in our results: agile and lean, success factors, architecture in agile, or large scale agile are 
important topics, while pair programming and XP are becoming less important. Furthermore, Freudenberg 
and Sharp (2010) point out that sociological studies are important but currently too rare, which is clearly 
still the case and echoed by our results – a chance for IS researchers. This clearly shows that the calls for 
research from nearly a decade ago are still unanswered and need further investigation by AISD research.  

To encourage AISD research to close these gaps, we propose the following research agenda. First, 
technologies and applications (see Topic Group “Technologies & Applications”) as well as tool support (see 
Topic Group “IT Capability & Agility” and related topics) should be investigated further. The low rankings 
of the specific topics (see Table 2) and the low overall distribution (see Figure 3) paint a clear picture of an 
underrepresented research area. Studies on the effects of the use of tools such as versioning systems or 
coding tools would be valuable, as issues relating to, for instance, communication (e.g., Hummel et al. 2013) 
could be improved with improved understanding of the role of tools in AISD. Second, the “social” aspect of 
“socio-technical systems” needs to be embraced more by researchers. Similar to the first point of our 
research agenda, our data shows clearly a need for more research on this aspect of AISD. For example, 
studies on the effects of agile ISD on control or diversity could complement existing similar IS research 
streams (e.g., Lee and Xia 2010; Wiener et al. 2016). Third, we encourage AISD researchers to increase the 
amount of self-reflecting and reviewing literature. By reflecting upon the current stage of AISD research, 
gaps become more apparent and by replicating extant research, trust in existing findings can be improved. 
We believe that the AISD research community specifically and the IS community in general would benefit 
greatly from extensive research on these three main points of our proposed research agenda. 

Conclusion and Outlook 
Within this paper, we identified research topics on AISD covered by relevant IS journals and prestigious 
conferences on IS. A clear limitation of our study is the focus on IS-centric literature and only marginally 
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included computer science research. However, our findings provide an overview of topics, which attracted 
the attention of the research community dealing with AISD methodologies over the last three decades.  

Based on the topic modeling conducted on this data set, we demonstrated the suitability of computer-aided 
topic clustering for outlining the current state of AISD research. With the help of computer-aided analysis, 
we were able to process large amounts of data and uncover hidden topics within these texts. Further 
processing of this data and the results, as well as qualitative analysis helped us gain deeper insights into the 
history of AISD research and uncover the topics in our body of knowledge regarding AISD research. Further, 
we waged an outlook into the future of AISD research by identifying less covered topics and looking for gaps 
in the topics covered by extant research. This might help other scholars in identifying new avenues and 
further extends the scientific community’s knowledge about AISD.  
We are confident that our study and results provide an appropriate degree of generalizability, completeness, 
and replicability. We described our procedure and sources to ensure replicability, while generalizability and 
completeness go together for this study. Due to the comprehensive literature basis provided by our 
structured literature review and the help of a computer-aided analysis, we are able to process extant 
research at large and discover hidden topics. This research design facilitates generalizability and 
completeness.  
Future research might expand on this research by adding more outlets or updating the conclusions based 
on more recent publications to further extend the applicability and generalizability of our findings. We also 
call for replication of our study to improve the confidence in our results and our conclusions. A continued 
effort in keeping track of the developments in AISD research might help in keeping researchers focused and 
aware of trends, topics, and gaps.  
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